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The DOCR forced persons of enemy origin, whether immigrants, naturalized citizens, or even Canadian-born nationals, to register as "enemy aliens" with the state and authorized government security forces to arrest and detail anyone suspected of subversion or aiding the enemy without a trial. Moreover, many "enemy aliens," particularly Japanese families, were subjected to property confiscation, home evacuation, relocation to labour or internment camps, or even deportation or denaturalization.
3
Historians have treated the Canadian government's internment of persons of enemy origin during the Second World War differently, since some hold a more traditionalist view, arguing "enemy aliens" were prejudicially interned based on ethnicity, while others apply a revisionist perspective, claiming belief in seditious and radical politics or ideologies led to the justifiable internment of "enemy aliens." By examining several articles about "enemy aliens" in Canada in the Second World War, these differences are not only reflected in the background of the authors, choice of subject, and date of publication, but are also revealed in the analysis and interpretation of primary and secondary sources to draw conclusions on why and how the government interned persons of enemy origins identified as subversive or threats to the country.
Since the topic is the focus of many books and articles, the following analysed articles present only a small sample of the varying arguments and perspectives published Robert H. Keyserlingk argues the threat of persons of enemy origin "turning against the adopted country" was a political myth, and the Canadian government arbitrarily interned peoples from the German community to show control and assuage public fear of a Nazi insurgency. 4 As it was not only published amidst campaigns lobbying the Canadian government for Japanese Canadian redress but also included as part of On Guard for Thee: War, Ethnicity, and the Canadian State, 1939-1945 , a collection of papers presented at a Queen's University symposium with a traditionalist view on how the government dealt with ethnic minorities during the Second World War, 5 "'Agents Within the Gates'" was an opportunity to call attention to the discrimination German Canadians experienced during the war. Furthermore, as a German-born Canadian himself, there is no doubt Keyserlingk's familial background inspired him to focus on "enemy aliens" of German descent, but his knowledge and seasoned past, including service in the Royal Canadian Navy and careers as a Canadian foreign service officer in Germany and history professor at the University of Ottawa, 6 adds to the scholarship of his article.
Similarly, Pamela Sugiman, a Canadian woman of Japanese descent, identifies with the subjects of her article, "Passing Time, Moving Memories: Interpreting Wartime Narratives of Japanese Canadian Women," but she acknowledges the influential impact 4 Robert H. Keyserlingk, "'Agents Within the Gates': the Search for Nazi Subversives in Canada during World War II, " Canadian Historical Review 66, no. 2 (June 1985): 211-212, 237-238. 5 Norman Hillmer, Bohdan Kordan, and Lubomyr Luciuk, eds., On Guard for Thee: War, Ethnicity, and the Canadian State, 1939-1945 (Ottawa: Canadian Committee for the History of the Second World War, 1988). 6 "Keyserlingk, Robert H.," Encyclopedia.com, accessed 23 March 2017. her own memories and emotions had on her research. it is not surprising that their article argues the RCMP proficiently separated politics or ideologies from ethnic backgrounds, stating they "were more remarkable for their relative selectivity than for putting 'ethnicity on trial,' striking not at the ethnic communities in general but at the Each of the articles analysed in this paper combine primary and secondary sources in different ways to show how the Canadian government and its security forces classified and interned supposedly subversive persons of enemy origin during the Second World War. In "'Agents Within the Gates,'" Keyserlingk uses immigration statistics and records from the Department of External Affairs to de-mythologize the idea that many German immigrants had strong ties to Nazi Germany, showing most German Canadians were either refugees from Nazism or not exposed to the Hitler regime (1933) (1934) (1935) (1936) (1937) (1938) (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) Whitaker and Kealey, 272, [274] [275] . 23 Keyserlingk, 237; Whitaker and Kealey, 274. 24 Whitaker and Kealey, 274 . 25 Keyserlingk, [216] [217] [218] [219] [220] internment through surveillance and confiscation of property. Registry Classification Sheet illustrate females constituted a very small percentage of interned "enemy aliens," not only making the cases seem exceptional, rather than the norm, but also leading McBride to conclude internment policies set by the IDC were "haphazard" and more women with connections to threatening political organizations 26 McBride, 148; Whitaker and Kealey, 272, 274, 278. 27 McBride, 148-149. 28 Sugiman, 253. 29 McBride, [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] should have been interned. Undoubtedly these authors know the government and the RCMP acted in a discriminatory manner, and no amount of interpretation or evidence can change that fact.
While these considerations may have helped form impartial and informed arguments in these articles, the suggestion and questions could also act as a starting point for further historical research on "enemy" internment during the Second World War.
In conclusion, historians differ in their treatment of "enemy alien" internment during the Second World War. All agree that the Canadian government singled out and interned persons of specific ethnic backgrounds, despite no evidence that they posed any legitimate danger to the country. These people offered no real threats to society; they 32 Whitaker and Kealey, 271 and 279. offered no sense of extreme or subversive ideologies. In all the articles analysed, the personal or academic background, the authors' subjective points-of-view, and their own historical contexts influenced how they interpreted this story. The conclusions of Keyserlingk, McBride, and Whitaker and Kealey demonstrate how historians can analyse and interpret primary sources about one event in several, often opposing, ways.
Ultimately, while Keyserlingk provides adequate evidence of government prejudice towards German Canadians during the Second World War, his assertions of injustice are somewhat exaggerated when compared with the experiences of those of Japanese descent, as Sugiman illustrates. Nevertheless, both authors at least make clear that the Canadian government later attempted to remedy its mistakes, either through admission of wrongdoing, redress settlements, not reinstating the DOCR, and acknowledging its internment was not representative of Canadian laws and ideals. On the other hand, McBride and Whitaker and Kealey seem to misinterpret the situation altogether by suggesting the detainment was duly justified. In a sense, then, these authors were allowing that, in times of war, even in a democracy, the government has the right to strip minorities or nonconformist citizens of their civil liberties. They forget that the reason Canadian soldiers were fighting was to protect those very rights and freedoms. Therefore, it is important for historians to convey how the Canadian government and its security services subjected persons of enemy origins to discriminatory treatment under extreme circumstances of the Second World War. But it is equally important for them to show how Canada differs from its enemies by admitting its faults, making reparations, and ensuring the future protection of the democratic rights and principles of its citizens, regardless of their backgrounds or beliefs.
